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Abstract. The current research aims at exploring and comparing the semantic frames of 

motion verbs in English and Persian. In pursuit of this goal, the novel Animal farm by G. 

Orwell (1945) was selected and compared with its Persian translation, Qale heyvanat 

(Atefi, 2010). The sentences including motion verbs were primarily extracted from the 

novel and then a comparison was made between each English sentence and its Persian 

counterpart. Afterwards, the semantic frames of the English and Persian motion verbs 

were obtained from the FrameNet database. It should be noted that when the motion verbs 

in English had an equivalent which could be interpreted in a different way in Persian, the 

Persian verb was searched for in one of the most reliable Persian to English 

dictionaries—Persian to English Dictionary (Aryanpur and Aryanpur, 2007). We searched 

for its English equivalent and then the newly obtained English verb was searched in 

FrameNet for the semantic frame. When comparing the semantic frames of the motion 

verbs in the two languages examined, we concluded that motion events in English and 

Persian were expressed through miscellaneous motion verbs each of which involves a 

semantic frame peculiar to it. Likewise, the frames may be similar or different cross-

linguistically in case of semantic differences, or they might be pragmatically similar. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

FrameNet1 (FN) is a project developed by the International Computer Science Institute 

(ICSI) and the Linguistics Department at the University of Berkeley. The project aims to 

describe the frame semantics of a large number of English words (Baker et al. 1998). FN 

is defined as a project for collecting a linguistic corpus of words, which connects lexical 

elements and semantic frames (Fillmore et al. 2004). 
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Within the framework of Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1977, Fillmore 1982, Fillmore 

1985), the study of Persian motion verbs has not yet been initiated. Frame Semantics 

Theory (FST) is the building block of FN, a research project in computational lexicography, 

a valuable lexical resource for the contemporary English language. It also provides users 

with both semantically and syntactically annotated sentences from which some useful 

information in relation to the valency of each word is extractable. FN analyzes LUs, so 

that their valencies are described. For instance, a frame such as Motion refers to a 

situation where theme moves from source, paves the path and finally arrives at goal 

(Petruck 1997). Example (1) shows an LU within the Motion frame in Persian: 

(1) [tup theme]   [az  dᴂst-e bače source]   [pᴂs  az  obur  az baqče path]  [be godal goal] oftad 

     ball      from  hand of   child     after from  passing  of garden    to    hole      fell 3RD pr. sing. 

‘The ball fell into the hole from the child’s hand after passing through the garden’.  

In (1), the bolded word oftad (meaning fell) is regarded as an LU in the Motion frame. 

The subscripts theme, source, path, and goal are called Frame Elements (FEs), the 

components of which are represented in brackets. Additional explanations about FEs are 

provided in section 1.1. 

1.1 Frame Elements (FEs)  

As for FEs, it should be noted that in FrameNet they are classified into two groups: a) 

Core Elements (CE) and b) Non-Core Elements (NCE) (FN Database). Table 1 represents 

the two classifications of Motion frame: 

Table 1 Core and Non-Core Frame Elements of Motion frame 

Core Elements = CE Non-Core Elements = NCE 

Direction Carrier 

Distance Containing-event 

Goal Degree 

Path Directive 

Source Duration 

Area Frequency 

Theme  Iterations 

------- Manner 

------- Path-shape 

------- Place 

------- Purpose 

------- Result  

------- Speed  

------- Time  

According to the table above, there are seven components or elements in Motion 

frame which are considered core since each is an indispensable part of a motion process. 

The number of NCEs is much larger than that. However, this is not always the case. 

Namely, there are some concepts in the frames whose number of NCEs is fewer than or 

equal to that of the CEs.  
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In FN, in front of some FEs, there is a sentence the underlined part of which is 

relevant to the element itself. For instance, in Motion frame, and in front of Goal, which 

is one of the FEs, there is the following sentence: 

(2) The car MOVED into the slow lane. 

In this sentence, the underlined part into the slow lane is marked as Goal in FN. This FE, 

by definition, is the location the Theme ends up in. Therefore, the noun phrase the car is the 

Theme and the prepositional phrase into the slow lane is the Goal. In FN, the verbs in each 

sentence relevant to FEs are marked by small capitals, as the verb MOVED in (2).  

1.2. Motion Event and Motion Verbs  

Verbs belong to one of the grammatical categories considered the building blocks of 

sentences. These linguistic elements have been examined by linguists and grammarians in 

various approaches. Motion verbs have also been widely studied. Before we describe 

what motion verbs are and how they are classified in FrameNet, we should first describe 

the motion event and its relevant components. 

Motion is considered one of the fundamental concepts of cognition. Talmy (2000a: 8) 

defines motion events as follows: “an event of motion or location - together with a ‘Co-

event’ that relates to it as its Manner or Cause, all within a larger ‘Motion situation’”.  He 

believes that motion event consists of four major components: 

a) Figure: the object which is considered as moving or located with respect to another 

object. 

b) Motion: the moving or located state which one object is considered to be in with 

respect to another object. 

c) Path: the respect with which one object is considered as moving or located to another 

object. 

d) Ground: the object with respect to which the figure is considered as moving or located. 

The following example illustrates the aforementioned components (Talmy 2000b): 

(3) The bottle   moved    into    the cove.  

       [Figure]   [Motion] [Path]  [Ground] 

The presence of an event as a cognitive structure and its specific conceptual structure 
can be regarded as a universal linguistic property. However, it seems that languages belong 
to a binary category based on a pattern in which the conceptual structure of the event is 
syntactically realized. This typology consists of a core schema which is expressed either by 
the main verb or by a satellite. The satellite is a grammatical category of any structure, except 
for the nominal complement or the prepositional phrase, which is the sister of the verb. This 
satellite, which can be a bound affix or a free word, may contain all the following grammatical 
forms: verb particles, verbal prefixes, verbal complements, incorporated nouns, as well as 
polysynthetic affixes. The languages that form the core schema on the verb are known as 
verb-framed languages, these include the Romance, Semitic, Japanese, Tamil, Polynesian, 
Bantu, and some varieties of the Mayan languages. By contrast, languages which encode 
the core schema on the satellite are named satellite-framed languages, among which the 
Indo-European languages can be found, with the exception of the Roman languages, as well 
as the Finno-Ugric, Chinese, Ojibwa, and Warlpiri languages. Although the core schema in 
satellite-framed languages is largely expressed by the satellite element itself, it is often also 
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expressed by the satellite along with a preposition, or sometimes merely by the preposition. 
Such a preposition consists of an adpositional system and nominative inflection, and 
sometimes consists of a structure which includes a locative noun (Talmy 2000b: 221-222). 

In Persian and other languages, Motion verbs have been examined from different 
perspectives. In Persian, relevant research is found in Eslamipour and Sharafzadeh (2018), 
Rezaei and Diyanati (2017), Shahhoseini et al. (2017), Akhavan et al. (2017), Zeddari 
(2016), Mesgarkhooei (2014), Hamedi Shirvan and Sharifi (2013), Azkia (2012), Feizabadi 
and Pado (2012), Babai (2011), Golfam et al. (2012) and Amouzadeh and Soltani (2011). In 
other languages, Verkerk (2015), Abdulrahim (2013), Lindesey (2011), Maalej (2011), 
Cifuentes-Ferez (2010) and Berthele (2004) are among the most outstanding works on 
motion verbs. However, none of the abovementioned studies in Persian has investigated 
motion verbs within FN. 

The significance of this study is to concentrate on finding the answers to the following 
questions:  

1) Which frames express motion events in Persian and English?  
2) Are those frames the same or different cross-linguistically? 
The method employed in the present research involves extracting sentences composed 

of motion verbs from the story Animal farm (Orwell, 1945) and making comparison 
between the verb in each sentence with its Persian counterparts in the translation Qale 
Heyvanat by Atefi (2010). It should also be noted that from the sentences with identical 
motion verbs, only one sentence was chosen for comparison with its Persian equivalent. 
At last, we obtained 50 sentences with multiple motion verbs, out of which we chose 20 
to discuss in this paper. Furthermore, the motion verbs of each sentence were looked up 
in the FrameNet for its semantic frame. Ultimately, the semantic frame of each English 
motion verb was compared to that of the Persian equivalent.  

3. DISCUSSION  

In this section, we present some of the sentences randomly selected from among the 
whole data. We shall also discuss our findings and analyze the results: 

  1) He is too weak to pull the plough. 
  2) He cannot run fast enough to catch rabbit. 
  3) Every drop of it has gone down the throats of our enemies. 
  4) He lurched across the yard. 
  5) He kicked off his boots at the back door. 
  6) He drew himself a last glass of bear. 
  7) He made his way up to bed. 
  8) Before long, the other animals began to arrive. 
  9) The pigeons fluttered up to the rafters. 
10) They came in together, walking very slowly. 
11) God had given him a tail to keep the flies off. 
12) Our usefulness has come to an end. 
13) But no animal escapes the cruel knife in the end. 
14) So that future generations shall carry on the struggle. 
15) No argument must lead you astray. 
16) Four large rats had crept out of their holes. 
17) No animal must ever wear clothes. 
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Before elaborating on the data collected, some points need to be observed. Since in each 
of the verbs cited above the motion components are contained explicitly or implicitly, they 
have been purposefully extracted from the main body of the text. The verbs kick off in (5) 
and wear in (17) can be distinguished as two examples where motion components are 
explicitly or implicitly stated. In (5), the Figure is the boot, the way through which the boot 
is put at the back of the door is the Path, the act of kicking is the Motion and the back door 
itself is the Ground. In (17), the Figure refers to the clothes which are not going to be worn. 
The Path is the way passed by the clothes from the outside of the body to the surface of it. 
The Ground is the body and the Motion refers to the act of wearing. 

As can be seen, sentences (1) through (17) have motion verbs, but no two sentences 

have identical verbs. Furthermore, in some sentences, the motion verb is in the form of 

the infinitive, whereas in some others, it is finite. As an example, sentence (8) can be 

described as the one in which the motion verb is a verb preceded by the main verb, 

whereas in (9) the motion verb is the main verb. In addition, the number of such 

constituents is so large that we could select only one token. In what follows, we present 

Persian equivalents of each of the English sentences above: 

. بکشد. ضعیف تر از آن است که گاو آهن 1  

به حدی نیست که خرگوش بگیرد. دویدن. سرعتش در 2  

.پایین رفت. هر قطره آن از حلقوم دشمنان ما 3  

.پیمودرا . طول حیاط 4  

. بیرون انداخت. کفشش را پشت در از پا 5  

.دپر کر. آخرین جام آب جو را 6  

.رفت. افتان و خیزان به سمت اتاق خواب  7  

. آمدند. دیری نپایید که سایر حیوانات به تدریج 8  

. جای گرفتند. کبوترها بال زنان بر تیرهای سقف  9  

. وارد شدند. باهم آهسته 10  

.برانده تا مگس ها را . خدا به او دم داد11  

.  گمارده می شویمکار  بهتا آخرین رمق  .12  

. پیدا کندلبه تیغ رهایی  ازنی نیست که بالاخره . هیچ حیوا31  

.ادامه دهند. تا نسل های آینده به تلاش 41  

. دور کند. هیچ استدلالی نباید شما را از هدف اصلیتان  51  

. خزیده بودندون  . چهار موش صحرایی از سوراخ های خود بیر61  

. بپوشد. هیچ حیوانی نباید لباس 71  

The Persian sentences from 1 to 17 are the equivalents of the English sentences cited 

above. In Table 2, each English motion verb alongside its Persian equivalent will be 

provided; in Table 3, the semantic frame of the motion verbs in English will be tabulated. 

Afterwards, we will discuss the comparison and argumentations. It should be noted that 

the English motion verbs as well as their Persian counterparts are in their infinitive forms 

for the sake of citation form.  
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Table 2 English motion verbs and their Persian equivalents 

English Motion Verbs Persian Equivalents Phonetic forms 

Pull کشیدن keʃidᴂn 

Run دویدن dᴂvidᴂn 

Go رفتن rᴂftᴂn 

Lurch پیمودن pejmudᴂn 

Kick off  بیرون انداختن birun ᴂndaxtᴂn 

Draw  پر کردن por kᴂrdᴂn 

Make up رفتن rᴂftᴂn 

Arrive آمدن amᴂdᴂn 

Flutter up جای گرفتن ʤaj gereftᴂn 

Come/Walk د شدن وار  vared ʃodᴂn 

Keep off نندرا  randᴂn 

Come to an end  گمارده شدن gomarde ʃodᴂn 

Escape رهایی پیدا کردن rᴂhaji pejda kᴂrdᴂn 

Carry on ادامه دادن edame dadᴂn 

Astray  دور کردن dur kᴂrdᴂn 

Creep  خزیدن xᴂzidᴂn 

Wear پوشیدن puʃidᴂn 

Table 3 Semantic frames of English motion verbs    

English Motion Verbs Semantic Frames 

Pull Cause-motion 

Run Cause-motion; Self-motion;  

Fluidic-motion 

Go Motion 

Lurch Self-motion 

Kick off Undressing 

Draw Cause-motion 

Make up ------- 

Arrive Arriving 

Flutter up Body-movement 

Come Motion 

Walk Self-motion 

Keep off -------- 

Come to an end Process-end 

Escape Escaping; Avoiding; Departing 

Carry on Activity-ongoing 

Astray -------- 

Creep Self-motion 

Wear Wearing 
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First, it ought to be mentioned that the Persian equivalents presented in Table 2 are taken 

from the translation text used as the sample. In other words, they are not the exact equivalents 

of the English verbs, which may be found in English to Persian dictionaries. For instance, 

sentence (8) is the example of the translation of the expression began to arrive into be tᴂdriʤ 

amᴂdᴂn (‘gradually they came’), in which the headword in Persian is amᴂdᴂnd and the 

expression be tᴂdriʤ is an adverb; however, the verb amᴂdᴂnd has been taken as the 

equivalent of arrive. The similar case is in (10), in which there are two verbs in sequence, i.e. 

came in and walking in the Persian translation: vared ʃodᴂnd (=they entered). In fact, the 

translator attempted to provide a verb such as vared ʃodᴂn (=to enter) along with an adverb 

like aheste (=slowly) for the expressions came in and walking very slowly.  

The analysis of 17 sentences presented above indicates that there are five sentences 

(7, 8, 10, 11, and 13) the translations of which are different from the literal meaning of 

the English versions. In such cases, what made the translator choose such equivalents 

most probably is in line with her point of view, which is concerned with cultural and 

conceptual differences between the speakers of the two languages. Finally, it should be 

determined whether the semantic frames the verbs in such cases evoke are also different 

or not. 

Taking the content of Table 3 into consideration, it is evident that there are three verbs for 

which no semantic frame was defined: make up, keep off and lead astray. Moreover, for some 

verbs, there is more than one frame, such as for run and escape. Another point to be noted, 

excluding the five verbs mentioned above, the other verbs, in English and Persian, signify the 

same semantic frame. More precisely, the semantic frame which the verb run, for example, 

evokes is the same as the one the verb dᴂvidᴂn evokes in Persian. Therefore, what should be 

explored here is relevant to the investigation of those five verbs, which are not the exact 

synonyms of each other.  

We should explore whether there is any association between the semantic frames of 

the equivalents selected by the translator on the one hand and those of the English 

versions on the other hand. As for those verbs with no semantic frames, their synonyms 

could be taken into account. For instance, for lead astray there are multiple verbs for 

which FrameNet specifies semantic frames, as presented in Table 4. The same applies to 

other verbs, i.e. to make up and keep off, as illustrated in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. In 

what follows, we will present the three aforementioned verbs alongside their synonyms 

and semantic frames: 

Table 4 Synonyms and semantic frames for ‘lead astray’ 

Verb Synonyms Semantic Frames 

lead astray 

Off the right track ------ 

Off the mark ------ 

Off the subject ------ 

Amiss ------ 

Lost ------ 

Adrift  ------ 
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Table 5 Synonyms and semantic frames for make up 

Verb Synonyms Semantic Frames 

Make up 

Form 

Coming-to-be; 

Reshaping; 

Creating 

Compose 

Text-creation; 

Behind-the-scenes; 

Activity-prepare 

Comprise ------- 

Constitute Being-in-category 

Invent 
Coming-up-with; 

Achieving-first 

Coin Achieving-first 

Concoct Cooking-creation 

Construct Building 

Create 

Intentionally-create; 

Cause-to-start; 

Creating 

Devise Coming-up-with 

Dream up ------- 

Formulate Coming-up-with 

Frame Encoding 

Originate 
Achieving-firat; 

Origin 

Call it quit ------- 

Table 6 Synonyms and semantic frames for keep off  

Verb Synonyms Semantic Frames 

Keep off 

Hold off Holding-off-on 

Stave off Preventing-or-letting 

Ward off ------ 

Rebuff Respond-to-proposal 

Repel 
Repel; 

Stimulate-emotion 

Repulse ------ 

Rebut ------ 

Fend ------ 

As illustrated in Tables 4 to 6, the distribution of semantic frames among the verbs is 

noteworthy. Surprisingly, it is noticeable that no semantic frame has been defined even for 

the synonyms of the verb lead astray. Indeed, no Lexical Units such as the expressions in 

Table 4 exist in the FrameNet database. As a result, no semantic frame was defined. It 

should also be noted that the FrameNet rarely specifies any semantic frame for phrasal 

verbs and idiomatic constructions.  
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As for make up, it ought to be said that for the synonyms of the verb, the maximum 

number of semantic frames has been determined by the database, as the number of the 

synonyms as Lexical Units is larger than that of the two other verbs. 

Excluding the items comprise and call it quit, other synonyms of make up evoke at 

least one semantic frame and at most three semantic frames, as shown in Table 5.  

Finally, the verb keep off have synonyms which are both lexical and phrasal verbs. 

Nevertheless, it is interesting that despite the fact that the FrameNet hardly provides any 

semantic frame for phrasal verbs, as already mentioned, for the phrasal verbs considered the 

synonyms of keep off, two semantic frames are defined for hold off and stave off, but no frame 

for rebut and repulse. 

Comparing  the frames the three verbs discussed above evoke with the frames evoked by 

their Persian equivalents, it becomes obvious that the verbs in the two languages can be 

pragmatically interpreted in similar ways despite their difference in relevant Lexical Units or 

as semantic frames. In addition, it is worth noting that although there were no Lexical Units or 

semantic frames for verbs lead astray, make up and keep off in the FrameNet, it does not mean 

that these verbs fail to evoke any semantic frame. It is rather a limitation in the FrameNet, 

which can probably be solved in the future. Furthermore, if these three verbs lacked semantic 

frames, the translator would not have been able to interpret them or to choose any equivalent 

for them. The translator’s capability in choosing the verbs or any linguistic expression for all 

the motion verbs especially the three verbs confirms that even the verbs lead astray, make up 

and keep off evoke semantic frames even though they are not specified in the FrameNet.  

4. CONCLUSION 

After contrasting the English novel Animal farm to its Persian translation Qale heyvanat 

in search for the semantic frames evoked by the motion verbs in the two languages, we can 

conclude that lexical motion verbs, phrasal verbs and idiomatic expressions with motion 

verbs can evoke the same semantic frames, since they can be semantically and pragmatically 

interpreted even if they are not equivalent. Additionally, through such a contrastive analysis, 

it can be clarified that the FrameNet database has a certain kind of limitation since semantic 

frames for some lexical and phrasal verbs are not defined. In conclusion, the two questions 

we posed in this study reveal that motion events in English and Persian may be expressed 

through diverse motion verbs with distinct semantic frames.  
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GLAGOLI KRETANJA U PERSIJSKOM I ENGLESKOM JEZIKU: 

KONTRASTIVNA ANALIZA ZASNOVANA NA FRAMENET 

Ovo istraživanje ima za cilј da uporedi semantičke okvire glagola kretanja u engleskom i persijskom. 

Za uzorak smo odabrali roman Animal farm G. Orwella (1945) i uporedili ga sa prevodom na persijski, 

tako što smo izdvojili rečenice sa glagolima kretanja iz engleskog originala i uporedili ih sa 

ekvivalentima iz persijskog prevoda. Potom, semantički okviri engleskih i persijskih glagola su dobijeni 

iz baze FrameNet. Treba napomenuti da onda kada je engleski glagol imao drugačiji semantički 

ekvivalent, persijski glagol smo pretražili u persijsko-engleskom rečniku Persian to English Dictionary 

(Aryanpur i Aryanpur, 2007), da bismo našli engleski ekvivalent, a onda smo ekvivalent pretražili u bazi 

FrameNet radi utvrđivanja okvira. Kada smo poredili glagole kretanja u dva pomenuta jezika, uvideli 

smo da se kretanje u engleskom i persijskom iskazuje raznorodnim glagolima kretanja koji imaju sebi 

svojstvene okvire. Takođe, i sami okviri mogu biti različiti, a onda kada se radi o semantičkim razlikama, 

mogu postojati pragmatičke sličnosti.  

Ključne reči: FrameNet, glagoli kretanja, persijski, engleski, semantički okvir. 


